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Abstract
As one of the most heavily bomb‐damaged cities in Germany, with around 90% of its historic city centre destroyed,
Nuremberg (Nürnberg) provides an excellent example to investigate the urban transformation of a post‐war city. In this
article, we bring together heterogeneous and under‐researched data sets and archival material from the post‐war period
and convert urban features depicted in historic maps and scanned documents into digital geospatial data that is analyzed
with a geographical information system. We combine morphological variables of townscape analysis to present three dif‐
ferent transformations over time. First, using a damage map of Nuremberg from the Second World War, we examine the
varying extent of bomb damage across the city at the detailed district level. Secondly, we focus on land‐use units, compar‐
ing the pre‐war spatial land‐use distribution from 1940 with historical maps of land use/cover from 1956 and more recent
land uses in 1969. Finally, using selected characteristics of urban form, we categorize pre‐war and present‐day urban
block typologies to examine urban morphological change. In doing so, we contribute methodologically and substantively
towards a new framework for the analysis of post‐war cities. We demonstrate how geographical information systems can
be utilized for historical research and the study of change in urban environments, presenting a map‐based interpretation
of the planning strategies to have guided post‐war urban development in Nuremberg. Providing an alternative appraisal
of post‐war city transformation, our diachronic research offers insight into Nuremberg’s under‐researched past, which is
also of interest to planners and policymakers seeking to improve future cities.
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1. Introduction

Cities are in a constant state of flux and the different
epochs in which they have grown have always left their
mark. Territorial expansions, as well as internal change,
have shaped their evolution and continuity. Some of
the most significant and rapid urban changes in the
last century have been caused, or at least accelerated,
by the destruction of war. At the time of writing, the

Russian invasion of Ukraine has brought war to Europe
again, destroying homes, shopping centres, hospitals,
and other urban infrastructure. The World Bank, the
Ukrainian government, and European Commission esti‐
mate a cost of nearly $540 billion to rebuild the coun‐
try (Letzing, 2023). Against this backdrop, it has become
increasingly important to study post‐war transforma‐
tion and reflect on the post‐war planning strategies
of bombed cities. While war destruction, post‐war city
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planning, and reconstruction across Europe have been
studied extensively in the past (Diefendorf, 1993; Durth
& Gutschow, 1993; Hohn, 1991; Pendlebury et al., 2015),
surprisingly few studies have quantitatively explored
how bomb destruction affected the long‐term physical
and social development of cities. Archival research can
uncover post‐warmaps/plans and documented planning
intentions, but studies measuring in what way these
transformed the city have rarely been conducted. This
article contributes to this research gap by employing
geographical data science methods to explore how the
Second World War bombing of Nuremberg transformed
the city’s physical fabric. In doing so, we provide a
map‐based interpretation of the planning strategies to
have guided city reconstruction by addressing the follow‐
ing research question: To what extent has the level of
destruction caused by the Second World War bombing
influenced the land‐use mix (LUM) and urban morphol‐
ogy of Nuremberg over time? The research is set within
the context of post‐war planning strategies, which have
influenced the redevelopment of bomb‐damaged cities,
and it is underpinned by research and methodological
developments in the field of urban morphology.

2. Background and Study Area

2.1. Diachronic Morphological Studies

In the late 19th century, a particular logic or urban plan‐
ning strategy was already dictating the organization of
the urban fabric in some places (Howard, 1898), and plan‐
ning strategies continued to shape urban change dur‐
ing the interwar and post‐war years (Pendlebury et al.,
2015). To help us to better understand the physical
transformation of cities, diachronic morphological stud‐
ies are useful (Levy, 1999). We draw particularly on ideas
developed originally by Conzen (1960), who set out a
form of townscape analysis which included a combina‐
tion of the town plan, the pattern of building forms,
and land use. The town plan comprises three plan ele‐
ments: the arrangement of the street system, plots and
their aggregation in street blocks, and building block
plans. Understanding the spatial patterns and relation‐
ships between these elements enables the identification
of morphological regions which share unifying charac‐
teristics (Conzen, 1960). Many studies have utilised this
approach, classifying plot typologies, streets, constructed
spaces, or open spaces, urban spaces and squares (Levy,
1999). They tend to focus on either (a) the “constants”
in the urban environment (“historically persistent ele‐
ments”) or (b) the relationship between these elements
over time (Levy, 1999, p. 81). They help to reveal more
about a city’s past and explain development interven‐
tions over time. Moreover, an understanding of morpho‐
logical evolution can answer questions about the physical
integration of new developments into the existing urban
environment, as well as assisting the historical conserva‐
tion of cities and guiding their future development.

Several studies have applied quantitative techniques
to the analysis of townscape and urban environments
(Fleischmann et al., 2022; Mohamed et al., 2022;
Venerandi et al., 2018). These articles present differ‐
ent ways to classify, measure, and combine metrics of
urban form, with a view to modelling complex relation‐
ships or using the results as a diagnostic tool to iden‐
tify areas of the city in need of enhancement. Few
studies, however, explicitly explore post‐war transforma‐
tion through the lens of morphological change, with the
exception of Hanson (2000). Using space syntax, Hanson
summarizes the characteristics of post‐war urban trans‐
formation in London. She recognizes a shift from a flexi‐
ble, density‐maximising, continuous street space with an
outward‐facing morphology, to more inflexible, density‐
minimizing development forms, characterized by frag‐
mented, bounded estate space, with an inward‐facing
morphology (Hanson, 2000). This observation reflects
the findings of Levy (1999, p. 81) that over time “cities
that were dense, compact and continuous” became “dif‐
fuse, loose and discontinuous.” Hanson describes what
she terms the “modernist urban genotype,” which she
observed in the post‐war period (Hanson, 2000, p. 112).
She finds that the early and immediate post‐war estates
which belong to this genotype tend to be resistant to
change, often repetitive, and “reduce physical contact
among close neighbours” (Hanson, 2000, p. 113), thus
making a connection between urban morphology and
socioeconomic profile, also implied by Jacobs (1969),
Whyte (1980), and Gehl (1987). More recently, attempts
have been made to measure such dependencies quan‐
titatively using a range of newly developed geograph‐
ical data science methods (Fleischmann et al., 2022;
Mohamed et al., 2022; Venerandi et al., 2018). Scholars
have, however, rarely used war damage maps as sources
for the study of change in urban environments.

2.2. Mapping Bomb‐Damaged Cities

There is a growing body of research in critical cartog‐
raphy that examines war damage and thematic maps
as an interdisciplinary historical source (Black, 2018;
Elżanowski & Enss, 2021). These maps were drawn up
during and after the Second World War by a range of
actors (city administrations, specialised authorities, pri‐
vate individuals) for a variety of purposes: to provide
a record of bomb damage, rubble displacement, infor‐
mation about the structural stability of buildings, or an
inventory of the post‐war building stock. In addition to
this, they were sometimes used to make planning deci‐
sions, inform city reconstruction, make a case for fund‐
ing, or as commemorative devices. For researchers and
historians in the fields of architectural history, histori‐
cal geography, planning, and heritage conservation these
maps offer a visual source of information about post‐war
cities, which can be critically analyzed. Such commenta‐
tors question the ways in which the maps were created,
their intentions, use, as well as how they were perceived
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and reinterpreted. The research presented in this article
extends this growing body of research on post‐war dam‐
age cartography beyond the scope of simple visual analy‐
sis.We convert the urban features depicted in suchmaps
into digitized geospatial data (raster and vector form)
that is analyzed with a geographical information system
(GIS). With the application of GIS, we build on the notion
of “spatial history” and “historical GIS,” which emerged
as a subfield that seeks to merge the study of time and
place (Campbell, 2016). The use of GIS beyond a visu‐
alization and analysis tool enables us to overcome the
traditional notion of a map and to operate directly with
geospatial models, enriched with data extracted from
historical cartography. This not only allows new ques‐
tions to be asked of the maps but also allows us to oper‐
ate with their information in novel ways. In doing so, we
create new insights into the geographies of the past and
the transformation of the city. We have drawn on the
theoretical framework set out above, together with the
approaches tested in the aforementioned quantitative
morphological studies to develop a research approach,
which commenceswithwar damagemaps from the heav‐
ily bomb‐damaged city of Nuremberg.

2.3. The Destruction of Nuremberg

With a population of around 520,000 individuals,
Nuremberg is the second‐largest city in Bavaria and
one of the 15 largest cities in Germany. Nuremberg suf‐
fered heavy bombing during the SecondWorld War with
the main destruction taking place on January 2, 1945.
In 1939, according to the official census, there were
125,074 normal dwellings in Nuremberg and a popu‐
lation of 423,838 inhabitants. In May 1945 only 63,753
dwellings were left (52.5% of the pre‐war housing stock).
Of these, 7,238 were completely uninhabitable because
of severe damage. Only 14,517 had been spared from
the destruction of the war (Durth & Gutschow, 1993).
The remaining dwellings were either severely, moder‐
ately, or slightly damaged.

Historical maps of Nuremberg record bomb damage
in a variety of ways, depending on the purpose and year
of interest. In some cases, the damage is recorded with
broad brushes for large areas and enhanced with addi‐
tional information such as graphs and pie charts indicat‐
ing the level of destruction. In their most detailed form,
the historical maps record damage for individual build‐
ings with different colours and hatching, in some cases
differentiating the level of damage between the façade
and the main building (Enss & Knauer, 2023). The 1950
damage map used for this article was purchased from
the Nuremberg City Archive (“Stadtplan nach 1945 mit
Kennzeichnung der Zerstörungen des II Weltkrieges,”
1950) and selected amongst many other maps for three
reasons (Figure 1). Firstly, it covers the whole city, includ‐
ing the areas surrounding the historical centre and the
outskirts, rather than only selected areas of interest.
Secondly, the bomb damage has been drawn on top of

an official base map from 1945, depicting the outline
of every single building in acceptable detail. Thirdly, a
clear attempt was made by the cartographers to clas‐
sify and record damage consistently, including a map leg‐
end depicting the correspondence of map colours to the
severity of building damage.

In addition to the damage map, archival evi‐
dence found in other post‐war maps and documents
was collected: Die bevorstehende Wirtschaftsplanung
in Nürnberg (The Upcoming Economic Planning in
Nuremberg) written by professor of Economics, Dr. Sven
Helander (Hindenburg Hochschule, Nuremberg) in 1945,
10 JahreWohnungsbau in Nürnberg (10 Years of Housing
Construction in Nuremberg) written by Nuremberg
City Councillor (Berufsm Stadtrat) Dr. Urschlechter
(1956), and the Nürnberg Grossbebaungsplan 1940
(“Grossbebauungsplan von Nürnberg und Umgegend,”
1940), Wirtschaftsplan 1956 (“Wirtschaftsplan der
Stadt Nürnberg,” 1956) and Flächennutzungsplan 1969
(“Flächennutzungsplan der Stadt Nürnberg,” 1969).
Together with academic literature, these have enabled
an understanding of the documented spatial distribution
of wartime destruction across Nuremberg, as well as the
post‐war planning intentions and subsequent develop‐
ment activity. These documents form the secondary data
used in this article and inform the interpretation of our
analysis and extensive discussion that follows.

3. Methodology

3.1. Data Sources

The main sources of data for this article are historical
maps from the pre‐war and post‐war periods; the impor‐
tance of historical maps for urban planning research
has been highlighted by various scholars, for exam‐
ple in Gregory et al.’s (2018) seminal companion to
spatial history. Of particular interest here is the use
of bomb damage maps created after the bombing of
major German cities. The case for using historical war
damage maps in researching urban histories has been
made by Elżanowski and Enss (2021), comparing cities
in Poland and Germany. In addition, historical maps of
land use/cover were used from 1940 and 1956 for com‐
parisons with more recent maps from 1969. Thirdly,
broad building blocks (built‐up areas surrounded bymain
streets) were digitized on historical and contemporary
maps in order to assess their typologies based on Conzen
(1960). The datasets discussed here were subsequently
georeferenced at the city district level (Distrikte, here‐
after “districts”), which are the smallest areal units that
allow for analysis of the built environment and socioe‐
conomic characteristics over time. The georeferenced
boundaries of the 316 districts were provided by the
Nuremberg local authority and constitute the small‐
est areal units used by their statistical office (Amt für
Stadtforschung und Statistik) for disseminating socioeco‐
nomic data.
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Figure 1. Damage map of Nuremberg (1950) drawn on a base map from 1945. Source: “Stadtplan nach 1945 mit
Kennzeichnung der Zerstörungen des II Weltkrieges” (1950).

3.2. Bomb Damage/Destruction Index

Given the diversity of the geographical data used in the
overall project, it was important to establish a unit of
observation that would facilitate comparisons and analy‐
sis of pre‐ and post‐war data recorded at different scales.
The unit of analysis should also be realistic in terms of the
time and effort required to record the various observa‐
tions and as much as possible replicable across different
cities, depending on the context of data availability. For
example, recording bomb damage at the individual build‐
ing level or even at the building block level was not fea‐
sible and would almost certainly provide accuracy that

would be superfluous for subsequent analysis. On the
other hand, larger areas such as Stadtteile (10 areas)
or even Stadtbezirke (87 areas) would provide a very
high level of aggregation and within‐area variability for
performing meaningful statistical analysis, thus mak‐
ing the districts the most appropriate level of analysis
for Nuremberg. We also experimented with automated
methods of image recognition, such as machine learning
algorithms applied to remotely sensed images. However,
due to the very specific nature of the cartographic colour‐
ing and hatching, it was not possible to complete the
process automatically, at least for the specific histori‐
cal map shown in more detail in Figure 2a. Therefore,
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the district‐level bomb damage was estimated from the
different levels of destruction shown on the georefer‐
enced historical map by superimposing the boundaries
of the 316 districts (white lines in Figure 2a) and inter‐
preting the five levels of damage shown in the map leg‐
end (Figure 2b). The map legend translates from top to
bottom: completely damaged (yellow), up to 60% dam‐
aged in two colours (brown for heavy and orange for
medium damage), reconstruction implying light damage
(red), and undamaged implying intact (black). It may be
counter‐intuitive to use yellow for a negative impact such

as bomb damage and solid black for intact buildings, but
this is a convention we observed relatively consistently
with other historical maps of bomb damage in Germany.
For example, the use of yellow or bright red (in other
cities) for heavily bombed buildings and the depiction of
undamaged buildings and structures in solid black imply
that they are to remain unchanged.

Two individual research assistants recorded the per‐
centage of each of the five damage categories‐colours
independently and then averaged classification differ‐
ences up to 5%, while for larger deviations there was

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) The damage map of Nuremberg (1950, detail) with superimposed district boundaries (in white) for city quar‐
ters (in blue). (b) The map legend shows the five levels from completely damaged to intact buildings. Source: “Stadtplan
nach 1945 mit Kennzeichnung der Zerstörungen des II Weltkrieges” (1950).
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moderation and agreement. The damage was recorded
for the built‐up area covering each of the 316 districts so
that large, open areas and public spaces were not taken
into account in the assessment. This is because the his‐
torical map itself recorded building‐level damage depict‐
ing the open spaces as a neutral background. In addi‐
tion, there was no information regarding the number of
storeys or the height of buildings, so the damage was
recorded at the footprint level, as shown in the historical
map. The resulting categories from the damage assess‐
ment and digitization are shown in Figure 3, with colours
reflecting the different levels of damage/destruction
shown in the original map of Figure 2. For clarity,
Figure 3a highlights the old city (Altstadt) areas of com‐
plete damage in bright yellow, while the darker shaded
areas (brown, orange, red) of the other three maps
reflect the level of damage for the specific legend cat‐
egories. For example, Figure 3d highlights in dark red
the peripheral districts with lower damage (also shown
in Figure 2 in red), because the completely damaged
buildings (in yellow) have already been highlighted in
Figure 3a.

The overall pattern of these maps shows the destruc‐
tion of the historical centre and the damage to the area
in the northeast and for further analysis, a bomb dam‐
age/destruction index (BDI) was created to consolidate

this information. For every district, the five recorded
levels of damage were given a weighting value, with 1
reflecting the undamaged (i.e., intact buildings) category,
10 the completely damaged category and weights 3,
5, and 7 reflecting light, medium, and heavy damage
respectively. The percentages of damage for every dis‐
trict were weighted and averaged resulting in a con‐
tinuous numerical BDI value for every district, ranging
from one to 10. Out of the 316 districts for the whole
city, 114 were outside the mapped area (null values for
damage/BDI), while 202 districts recorded damage with
BDI values between 1.20 (light damage) and 9.68 (heavy
damage). The resulting map with the BDI categories in
Figure 4 clearly demonstrates how the districts shaded
bright yellow and light orange capture the level of dam‐
age shown in yellow in the historical map (Figure 2),
while the areas with light damage are depicted in red
(also reflecting the patterns in Figure 4) and the open
spaces and non‐damaged areas are shown in black.

3.3. Land‐Use Mix Index

Historical maps with land use or land cover (depending
on context) have been identified at the various archives.
Those selected for this analysis cover the pre‐war period
of 1940, the reconstruction period of 1956–1958, and

(a) Completely damaged (b) Up to 60% damaged: heavy

(c) Up to 60% damaged: medium (d) Reconstruc on: light damage

Figure 3. The four damage categories (excluding undamaged buildings) were recorded at the district level to reflect the
damage shown on the historical map detail from Figure 2. Note: Lighter colours show higher levels of complete damage
(a); darker shades show higher levels of damage for each legend category (b), (c), (d).
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Figure 4. The BDI at the district level reflects the colours of the historical map. Note: Bright yellow highlighting the highest
values of damage; dark red indicating the lowest values; black for open spaces and districts with no damage.

the later period of 1969 for comparative purposes.
In general, historical maps tend to depict land cover,
rather than land use, and they come in different scales,
making temporal comparisons quite challenging. In addi‐
tion, the various colours used are inconsistent and spe‐
cific to each map, while hatching is extensively used,
which means that automated methods of image recog‐
nition cannot be used for the digitization of these maps.
Therefore, a similar method to the bomb damage map
was applied for estimating land cover percentages at the
district level from the three historical maps shown in
Figure 5. In the same figure, we show the 114 districts
that were outside the bomb damage map (with null val‐
ues for BDI) but were depicted in the land cover maps
(with values for land use by district).

Similar to building damage at the district level from
the bomb damage map, the various types of land cover
were recorded visually by research assistants for every
district of the three maps shown in Figure 5. Due to
changes in the recording of the various land‐use cate‐
gories, over the years, the different number of categories
were recorded, but we ensured comparability between
different years through careful consideration. Table 1
shows the various categories recorded for the three his‐
torical maps in those years. The output of this digitiza‐
tion exercise was three tables recording the percentage
of land cover/use for every district and for each of the
three years. It was also confirmed that the total percent‐
age of land for each district adds up to 100%.

From Table 1, the 1940 map had fewer categories
by not depicting mixed/other land uses, while the
1956–1958map depicted bomb clearance sites not exist‐
ing in 1940 or 1969. These changes can pose challenges
for comparative analysis of land cover change over the
years, especially when land uses are considered individu‐
ally. Therefore, we decided to summarise thewithin‐area
variation in land use by using a LUM index. Having consid‐
ered reviews of various indices in the literature we con‐
cluded that an “entropy” type index offers the best bal‐
ance in our case between research scale, precision, and
validity, as confirmed by Jiao et al. (2021).

There have been many descriptions and applications
of the LUM index, but the most comprehensive is by
Mavoa et al. (2018, p. 686), “where LUM is the land‐
use mix score, pi is the proportion of the neighbourhood
covered by the land‐use i against the summed area for
land‐use categories of interest, and n is the number of
land‐use categories of interest.” To account for the tem‐
poral differences in Table 1, we developed a revised LUM
index (LUMa) that takes into account all the possible
land‐use types K in the wider study area A, calculated
for each district (a) based on the three historical maps
from 1940, 1956, 1969 and allowing for a more realistic
temporal comparison:

LUMa = − 1
ln(K)

K∈A
∑
i = 1

Pi × ln(Pi)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. The three historical land cover/use maps, alongside the area covered by the bomb damage map and Districts.
(a) Districts within (202 in pink) and beyond (114 in yellow) the bomb damage map of Figure 1. (b) 1940 map. (c) 1956
map. (d) 1969 map. Sources: (a) produced by the author; (b) “Grossbebauungsplan von Nürnberg und Umgegend” (1940);
(c) “Wirtschaftsplan der Stadt Nürnberg” (1956); (d) “Flächennutzungsplan der Stadt Nürnberg” (1969).

Table 1. Land cover/use categories for the three historical maps.

1940: Six categories 1956–1958: Nine categories 1969: Eight categories

Residential Residential Residential
Industrial Industrial Industrial
Open space Open space Open space
Water Water Water
Transport Transport Transport
Agriculture Agriculture Agriculture

Mixed Mixed
Bomb clearance site Other
Other
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The output values range theoretically from zero (0),
where a single land use category covers the whole area,
to one (1), where all categories are equally represented
within an area. The LUM index was calculated at the dis‐
trict level for each of the three historical maps (1940,
1956–1958, 1969) and all the categories are shown
in Table 1.

3.4. Typologies of Building Blocks

To capture and compare urban morphological change
over time, pre‐war and present‐day urban block typolo‐
gies were categorized. The form of categorization
drew on the methodologies developed by Conzen
(1960) based on recurring morphological characteristics:
streets, plots/buildings, buildings/block plans; Hanson’s
(2000) description of urban genotypes, and Ferm et al.’s
(2021) classification of typologies into small vs. large
scale and street‐based (tighter) vs. estate‐based (looser).
The resulting categorization is shown in detail in Figure 6.

To capture pre‐war urban block typologies, the geo‐
referenced City Plan (Stadtplan nach 1945) utilized for
the level of bomb damage in the city (Figure 1), was
reused. This map shows the pre‐war city of Nuremberg
with its historic block layout and street network. The his‐
toric blocks were then digitized in QGIS, creating poly‐
gons corresponding to their footprints, and then cat‐

egorised according to their typology, following the
categorization explained in Figure 6. This task was then
repeated for present‐day Nuremberg, with the help of
OpenStreetMap and satellite imagery. This enabled a
comparison between historic and present block typolo‐
gies and also exposed blocks where their typology has
changed and those where their typology has remained
consistent over time, as shown in Figure 7.

As bomb damage was recorded at the district level,
it was deemed necessary to also capture the block
typology data at the district level to enable meaning‐
ful analysis and comparison with the bomb‐damage
data. Therefore, the boundaries of the 316 districts were
superimposed on the georeferenced historic city map
and amap overlaywas performed to enable a calculation
of the percentage of the total block area in a specific dis‐
trict with a specific block typology. This calculation was
performed for all typologies and all districts, at both time
periods (pre‐war and present).

4. Analysis

4.1. Bomb Damage and Land‐Use Change

The first set of results concerns the relationship between
bomb damage and land cover/use change at the district
level. As discussed in the methodology, we focus on the

I. Tight: Typically, street-oriented, high density

and high-interconnectedness. Smaller individual

plots, mixed land uses, more flexibility to change

with the urban fabric over  me, tradi onal

blocks, rows, courtyards.

II. Loose: Typically, inward-oriented, lower density,

dis nct spa al bounding from surrounding urban

area, larger plots, lower variety of land use,

ribbons, groups, “estate based” housing.

III. Solitaires: Similar to the loose typology, they

are less street-oriented than  ghter urban

morphologies. This typology refers to singular

buildings such as free-standing high rises.

IV. Excep onal: This typology refers to blocks that

are discon nuous with the urban fabric, such as

large schools, churches, warehouses, sta ons, and

shopping malls. Typological examples include

solitaires (excluding those from III.) and sheds.

IV. Open: Open space includes both green spaces

such as parks and unbuilt lots as well as built-up

spaces such as public plazas.

Figure 6. Block typology categorization.
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Figure 7. Digitized blocks existing historically (in black) and newly created blocks (in green) with district boundaries super‐
imposed (in red) for the central area of Nuremberg.

changes in the LUMa index at the district level, which
includes all land‐use categories for each of the three
years under study.

Overall, there was an increase in the average LUMa
index for the whole study area from 1940 to 1956 and
again from 1956 to 1969, implying more land use/cover
mix in the post‐war years for the whole of Nuremberg.
However, this analysis of LUMa for the whole city con‐
ceals differences between the bomb‐damaged and unaf‐
fected areas. Amore detailed analysis can be achieved by
investigating the LUMa distributions for three different
categories of districts. Out of 316 districts for the study
area, 114 recorded no damage (Null), while 202 Districts
recorded BDI values between 1.20 (light damage) and
9.68 (very heavy damage), mean = 4.56, median = 4.22.
Based on the median value, these 202 districts were fur‐
ther split into two damage levels of 101 each, resulting
in three categories, with High, Low, Null, bomb damage.
The LUMa distributions for these damage levels and for
the three different years are shown in Figure 8, for the
different categories and over time. Starting with cross‐

sectional observations, there are very visible differences
between the three categories for the same year of obser‐
vation. For example, in 1940 (blue plots) the LUMa was
generally lower and concentrated around 0.45 for the
high damage areas compared to the low and null damage
areas, reflecting the lower mix of land uses in the central
part of the city. This changed dramatically in the post‐war
years (1956, pink plots) with a wider spread of LUM for
both levels of bombed areas and a much lower distri‐
bution of LUM for the null outer city areas. The more
recent map of 1969 (green plots) shows similar distribu‐
tions, but an even higher concentration of LUM for the
low‐damage areas and a significantly different bimodal
distribution for the null outer city areas.

Comparing the LUMa distribution change over time
(the different coloured plots for each of the three cate‐
gories), there is an evident change in the high damage
category from the more concentrated and lower LUMa
1940 to 1956 with higher LUMa values, but less change
towards 1969. The opposite is the casewith the low dam‐
age category, where the 1940 and 1956 plots show very
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Figure 8. Violin plots of LUM: LUMa index for three bomb damage levels for three years: 1940, 1956, 1969.

similar distributions, but there is an evident change in
the 1969 plot with LUMa values increasing and the dis‐
tribution peaking at around 0.6. For the third category,
which involves the districts outside the bomb damage
map (i.e., yellow in Figure 5a), the LUMa distribution
becomes increasingly bimodal from 1940 to 1969, imply‐
ing that a considerable number of districts have ended
upwith extremely low and a significant numberwithmid‐
dling LUMa, while the distribution extends all the way to
values above 0.8.

4.2. Bomb Damage and Typologies

Each digitized block was classified following the typolo‐
gies shown in Figure 6 and the differences at the block
level between pre‐war and modern typologies were cal‐
culated. The results confirm that Nuremberg’s recon‐
struction largely followed the old ground plan, avoiding
a radical breakaway from the historical morphology of
the city, and avoiding a schematic or grid‐like new devel‐
opment. Figure 9 shows that a high proportion of blocks
remained in the same typology, representing continuity
in the morphological grain of the historic city. The main
changes to the historic block typologies can be seen on
the periphery of the city.

In addition, the level of bomb damage appears to
have had little influence on the continuity of historic
block typologies in Nuremberg, as shown in Figure 10,
where the blocks have been classified on the basis of
higher/lower bomb damage. This is because of the con‐
servative and more traditionalist approach to post‐war
planning adopted by the city, which was clearly under‐
pinned by a historical consciousness that favoured the
continutity of the historic character of the city and its
centre (old town) in particular.

The following section discusses how the results of our
analysis can add value to existing debates and theories
on the reconstruction of cities that have been damaged
by war.

5. Discussion

5.1. Post‐War Planning Strategies

Bomb damage created an unprecedented opportunity
for comprehensive development of the built environ‐
ment. This period saw the (re)intensification of an inter‐
national discussion about planning strategies, which
were to guide future physical planning and city recon‐
struction. These strategies would leave a lasting impres‐
sion on cities all over the world. In several cases the
strategies used to guide post‐war reconstruction can be
traced back to well before the first bombs were ever
dropped, giving continuity to existing 19th‐century plan‐
ning visions. In such cases, the war destruction was the
catalyst, which enabled the progression of the existing
plans. These pre‐war strategies were largely developed
as a reaction to the rapid industrialization of cities in the
late 19th century and the consequent poor and unhy‐
gienic living conditions associated with extreme over‐
crowding, although they were also oriented towards
urban control (of its functioning and growth). Indeed, in
the 19th and early 20th centuries, infrastructure, growth,
services, and zoningwere allmuchmore deeply reflected
upon. As part of this, strategieswere developed to create
an ideal urban structure/spatial arrangement of urban
forms and land uses. One example of this is the gar‐
den city model, conceived by Howard (1898) in his book
To‐morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform. Intended to
counteract themigration of the rural population to urban
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Figure 9. Blocks with consistent pre‐war and modern typology (in pink) and with altered typology (in blue) with district
boundaries (in red) for the central area of Nuremberg.

Figure 10. Level of damage for building blocks for the central area of Nuremberg, reflecting the district‐level BDI from
Figure 4. Note: Higher levels of damage in yellow and lower levels of damage in grey.
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areas and thus prevent the unhygienic conditions caused
by over‐crowding, garden citieswere to be attractive new
cities of a limited size (32,000 people), surrounded by
agricultural land. Already very influential before the First
World War and during the interwar period, Howard’s
(1898) garden city model formed the basis of many plans
for post‐war settlements and new towns and played
an influential role in post‐war reconstruction planning
worldwide (Durth & Gutschow, 1993). Below, we sum‐
marize two opposing schools of thought, which heavily
influenced the post‐war development of bomb‐damaged
cities. This is a necessary simplification of planning strate‐
gies which dominated the debate on post‐war planning
in Europe, particularly in non‐Eastern Bloc states.

5.1.1. Modernism

The interwar period was significantly influenced by the
Americanismof the 1920s, and the ideas ofmodern archi‐
tect Le Corbusier. As well as the architectural design of
individual buildings, Le Corbusier was also concerned
with entire cities and ways of life. The emergence in
1922 of his Plan of a Contemporary City for Three Million
Inhabitants was a vision of a city of high‐rise adminis‐
trative towers on a cruciform ground plan. Around the
city, with its wide traffic lanes and open spaces, would
lie residential areas in a rational order, placed strictly
according to function and building type in the grid of
the city plan (Le Corbusier, 1925). Networks of under‐
ground railways and long‐distance motorways would
make the centre easily accessible (Durth & Gutschow,
1993, p. 278). Along with architects Mies van der Rohe
and Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier was instrumental in
the creation ofwhatwas coined the “International Style.”
Thismovement involved a group of leadingmodern archi‐
tects in Germany organizing themselves into “The Ring,”
later associating themselves more with another interna‐
tional community of architects that had been meeting
since 1928, the Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture
Moderne (CIAM), and the spiritus rector of this group
was Le Corbusier (Durth & Gutschow, 1993, p. 276).
In 1930 Le Corbusier drew up his model for the “Radiant
City,” with an even stricter separation of functions, des‐
ignating areas for business, housing, factories, ware‐
houses, and heavy industry (Durth & Gutschow, 1993,
p. 280). These plans formed the basis of the Athens
Charter (1933), which formed the indisputable basis of
modern urban planning.

This structured and dispersed city, known as “the
functional city,” became the ideology of the CIAM
(Kohlrausch, 2007). Not only did this strategy divide cities
into different functions of living,working, recreation, and
transport, but it also reflected the impact of new mass
technologies like the private car. The principles of the
functional city represented a further break from the his‐
torical arrangement of the urban fabric of cities. While
Le Corbusier was acclaimed for the sculptural qualities
of his free‐form living spaces, he was later criticized

for setting the stage for concrete social housing blocks
and monofunctional, bounded housing estates, built in
the decades following the war. There were, of course,
counter‐arguments to the functional city. One notable
critic was Jane Jacobs, who, in referring to American
cities, believed that to thrive, a city requires diversity
of uses and users. Mixed areas, comprising small city
blocks and a sufficient built density, she argued, cre‐
ate a close‐grained community, and give the city life
(Jacobs, 1961, 1969). Other planning and urban design
theorists, such as Whyte (1980) and Gehl (1987), also
argued that the traditional, compact, pedestrian‐friendly
city with mixed‐use areas promotes the most economic
and social well‐being of its inhabitants (Montgomery,
1998). These claims, however, were largely based on per‐
sonal views, experiences and observations, rather than
any formof quantitativemeasurement. Despite these cri‐
tiques, the guiding principles of the functional city were
implemented in many cities after the Second World War
and are responsible for the spatial arrangement of many
constructed spaces and land‐use patterns in cities today.

5.1.2. Traditionalism

Not every city, however, followed such a path.
Reconstruction plans in Münster, Freiburg, Rothenburg,
and Nuremberg were exceptions (Durth & Gutschow,
1993). As a counterpoint to “The Ring,” a group of
German architects including Paul Bonatz, Paul Schultze‐
Naumburg, and Paul Schmitthenner, set up their own
group, “The Block,” which strongly opposed modernism,
promoting traditionalism instead (Diefendorf, 1993).
Traditionalists favoured a more conservative planning
strategy for reconstructing bomb‐damaged cities. This
included minimal intervention, the use of local building
materials and handcrafted (rather than prefabricated)
construction. Traditional strategies favoured protecting
and restoring existing monuments, rather than rebuild‐
ing copies, andmaintaining the historical street network,
which they argued formed a key part of the historical
character of the city. While promoting historic preserva‐
tion and traditionalism rather than modern architecture
or radical morphological change, they did not oppose
modern buildings per se; modern buildings could be con‐
structed provided they resulted inminimal impact on the
traditional urban silhouette and historic urban landscape
(Diefendorf, 1993).

5.2. The Reconstruction and Development of Nuremberg

In terms of planning strategies, Nuremberg followed a
more traditionalist approach when planning its recon‐
struction (Durth & Gutschow, 1993). According to the
Economic Plan (1945), the housing shortage was the
most urgent problem, and the resettlement of the
population was the top priority (Helander, 1945). This
required restoring existing living space from further
decay, creating shelter, and finding provisional solutions,
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like patching‐up dwellings. It also required the construc‐
tion of new houses where this could be carried out
most quickly, for example on free‐building land where
no collapsed housesmust be removed first (Urschlechter,
1956). This was one reason why it was accepted that
the heavily damaged old town will be less suitable
as a residential area in post‐war Nuremberg and will
become a much more distinctive commercial centre.
After discussing various alternatives, the city was report‐
edly rebuilt on an approximately old ground plan in an
adapted modern form (Rosner, 2007). Important deci‐
sions were made to loosen up the building style, aban‐
don the principle of barren tenements and backyards,
and if blocks were built (which they were for financial
reasons), they were to be embedded in green space so
that younger inhabitants had a place to play away from
the street. An important planning goal was to enable
hygienic and healthy living (Helander, 1945).

In 1946 a competition was announced for the recon‐
struction of the Old Town and in February 1948, the jury
awarded first prize to the Nuremberg architects Heinz
Schmeißner and Wilhelm Schlegtendal. The Plan pro‐
posed extensive preservation of the urban layout, but
with substantial traffic improvements and a loosening of
the once excessively narrow and dense residential devel‐
opment. Instead, apartments were designed to capture
more light, air, and sun than those destroyed by the
war. Proposals to radically break up the block structure
were unsuccessful. As Bavaria lacked a reconstruction
law that would have facilitated the reorganization of land
and thus economically viable new development, every
street widening, and property reorganization involved
difficult negotiations between the city and landowners.
The advantage of this constraintwas that a radical, purely
schematic or grid‐like newdevelopmentwas not possible
(Rosner, 2007). The guiding principles for the reconstruc‐
tion of the Old Town, were as follows:

The characteristic townscape with the towers of the
castle, the churches and the city wall should be pre‐
served and not be impaired by high‐rise buildings.
The town layout is to be preserved as far as pos‐
sible….New buildings must be subordinate to and
blend in with the restored monuments in terms of
scale, roof shape, material and colouring. What has
been lost should not be reconstructed. The gen‐
uine new should be placed next to the genuine old.
The old town should be kept free of traffic. To improve
the necessary traffic, however, road bottlenecks are
to be removed….Residential development, especially
on the Sebald side, should take into account the
demands of modern urban planning for “light, air and
sun.” Unfavourable property conditions are to be rear‐
ranged. (Rosner, 2007, p. 76)

New housing developments were also required on the
outskirts of Nuremberg, to compensate for the princi‐
ples of lower building density in the inner city. To avoid

fragmentation of settlements, however, the city coun‐
cil decided to direct new development primarily to the
southeast of the city to develop the largest settlement
project there, the “Trabantenstadt Langwasser.” Since
1957, a new city district for 40,000 inhabitants was built
in this area, representing a major peripheral post‐war
development in Nuremberg.

5.3. Destruction and Nuremberg’s Changing
Urban Fabric

Like all bombed cities, decisions had to be made in
Nuremberg about how the city should be rebuilt. With
the choice to implement more modern planning princi‐
ples or amore traditional planning approach, Nuremberg
opted for the latter, building on the old ground plan.
Due to the severe level of destruction in Nuremberg and
the sheer extent of redevelopment required, the bomb‐
ing had a significant physical impact on the city. This
high level of destruction, however, influenced the sub‐
sequent LUM and the urban morphology of Nuremberg
in distinct andmore subtle ways. Contrary to themodern
planning principles of the functional city with its empha‐
sis on subdivision and zoning (Durth & Gutschow, 1993),
the post‐war LUM in Nuremberg increased, but at differ‐
ent rates and at different times. For example, it increased
more quickly in highly bomb‐damaged areas between
1940 and 1956, and later in non‐bomb‐damaged areas
(1969), as a result of the war‐induced development prior‐
ities at the time. This strongly points to a post‐war plan‐
ning strategy that rejected the strict separation of func‐
tions integral to the principles of modernism and the
functional city, in favour of a more mixed‐use develop‐
ment approach. The observed increase in LUM also cap‐
tures the introduction of more commercial development
in central Nuremberg, which previously was dominated
by high‐density residential accommodation, already fore‐
seen in the Economic Plan of 1945. The increase in lower
levels of LUM in peripheral districtsmay be a result of res‐
idential, mono‐use developments, as the city expanded
(Hanson, 2000).

Both the LUM and urban morphological results sug‐
gest thatNuremberg’s post‐war planning strategy did not
follow the ideology of the CIAM and the principles of
the functional city. The high degree of urban morpho‐
logical integration, evident in the overall continuity of
the urban block typologies (especially towards the cen‐
tre and inner city of Nuremberg) represents the con‐
tinuity of tradition (Otto, 1983), rather than a radical
break with the historical arrangement of the urban fab‐
ric of the city. This suggests that a historical conscious‐
ness, together with a favouring of traditionalism and a
mixed‐use planning strategy appears to have played a
key role in the post‐war reconstruction of Nuremberg.
This planning strategy, observed through the three trans‐
formations analyzed in this article, has led to the con‐
tinuity of Nuremberg’s historic character evident in the
city today.
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6. Conclusion

Much has been written about destruction, post‐war city
planning, and reconstruction across Europe (Diefendorf,
1993; Durth & Gutschow, 1993; Pendlebury et al., 2015),
yet surprisingly few studies have quantitatively explored
how bomb destruction affected the long‐term physical
development of cities. While there is a growing body of
research in critical cartography that examines war damage
and thematicmaps as an interdisciplinary historical source,
war damagemaps have rarely been used as sources for the
study of change in urban environments (Elżanowski& Enss,
2021).Our researchhas contributed to this research gapby
employing geographical information science to war‐time
maps to explore how the Second World War bombing of
Nuremberg transformed the city’s physical fabric.

In this article, we have demonstrated how GIS can be
applied to historical research and the study of change in
urban environments. In doing so, this article provides a
contribution towards a new framework for the analysis of
post‐war cities. It demonstrates how under‐researched
post‐war data sources can be used in new ways to visu‐
alize and quantify physical transformations over time,
in particular the level of destruction caused by Second
WorldWar bombing and its effect on the LUM and urban
morphology of cities. It illustrates ways in which historic
maps from the post‐war period can be analyzed, beyond
the limited scope of visual inspection. Against the back‐
drop of the ongoing war raging in Ukraine, and the coun‐
try’s future reconstruction, the study of post‐war urban
change, planning strategies and morphological integra‐
tion is of contemporary importance. In this context, we
believe our research points to an important emerging
research agenda, for which we are currently developing
our methodological framework further. Our next steps
are to: (a) apply this analysis to other cities, whose
reconstruction was guided by different post‐war plan‐
ning strategies; and (b) combine results with other vari‐
ables of analysis, such as socioeconomic data, to evaluate
the effects of post‐war transformation on selected cities.
Providing an alternative appraisal of post‐war city trans‐
formation, this diachronic research has offered insight
intoNuremberg’s under‐researchedpast,whichwill be of
interest to planners and policymakers seeking to recon‐
struct, improve, or conserve future cities.
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